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Quando	  il	  carbone	  viene	  riscaldato	  a	  1000	  °C	  in	  assenza	  di	  aria	  subisce	  una	  scissione	  
termica.	  In	  queste	  condizione	  evapora	  una	  miscela	  di	  prodo@	  vola&li	  chiama&	  catrame	  	  
di	  carbone.	  L’ulteriore	  dis&llazione	  frazionata	  del	  catrame	  di	  carbone	  fornisce	  i	  
seguen&	  compos&:	  	  
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Il	  conceEo	  generale	  di	  aroma&cità	  può	  essere	  esteso	  anche	  ai	  compos&	  aroma&ci	  
policiclici	  

naHalene	   antracene	   benzo[a]pirene	  

coronene	  

il	  naHalene	  ha	  3	  forme	  di	  risonanza	  

il	  calore	  di	  idrogenazione	  mostra	  una	  energia	  di	  stabilizzazione	  aroma&ca	  di	  250	  kJ/mol	  
(60	  kcal/mol)	  
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Br

Br2, Fe

calore
+ HBr

rea@vità:	  il	  naHalene	  reagisce	  lentamente	  con	  eleErofili	  fornendo	  prodo@	  di	  	  
sos&tuzione	  e	  non	  addizione	  al	  doppio	  legame.	  

1-‐bromonaHalene	  	  (75%)	  

gli	  eleEroni	  sono	  delocalizza&	  su	  entrambi	  gli	  anelli	  
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In 2013, Sun and co-workers have obtained exceptional results by coadsorbing onto 

nanostructured TiO2 particles both [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and a RuII(bda) (as WOC) derivatives.[109] 

Visible light driven water oxidation was demonstrated by oxygen evolution in phosphate 

buffer solution at pH 6.8. A record photocurrent density of more than 1.7 mA/cm2 was 

achieved by applying an external bias of 0.2 V vs NHE, together with a Faradaic efficiency 

of 80%. Since now, this is the best-performing dye-sensitized photoanode with molecular 

components reported in literature. 

Recently, another class of metal-free organic dyes has been considered for electrode 

sensitization instead of using ruthenium derivatives: the perylene bisimide (PBI) derivatives 

(Fig. 1.18). These polycyclic aromatic molecules have been considered for their exceptional 

features: they have (i) a strong absorption in the visible region (400 < λ < 700 nm) with a 

nearly unity quantum yield, (ii) a high thermal and oxidative stability, (iii) high electron 

mobility, (iv) sustainable costs of the raw materials, and (v) supramolecular self-assembling 

properties leading to the formation of functional architectures, due to the π-stacking between 

neighbouring molecules.[110–113] In addition, due to the easy tunability of the HOMO and 

LUMO levels, PBIs has been already used in the field of organic electronics since they 

exhibit n-type semiconducting properties. 

 

 
Fig. 1.18 General structure of a perylene bisimide (PBI) molecule. 
 

An example of photoanode involving the use of PBIs was reported by Finke and co-workers 

in 2014.[114] A thin film of phosphonate-functionalized PBI was spin-coated onto an indium 

tin oxide (ITO) electrode and the CoOx catalyst was then photoelectrochemically deposited 

on the PBI film from a solution of Co(II) precursor in potassium phosphate buffer pH 7. This 

ITO| PMPDI| CoOx photoanode shows visible-light-assisted water oxidation reaching 

photocurrents of 150 µA/cm2 and Faradaic efficiency higher than 80% under an applied bias 

of 1.2 V vs NHE. The key feature of this photoelectrode is the anchoring of the dye through 

strong covalent binding, ensuring an intimate contact between the dye and the semiconductor 

surface and preventing dye losses. 

Perché	  sono	  interessan7	  ques7	  compos7	  

General	  structure	  of	  a	  perylene	  bisimide	  molecule	  (PBI).	  

Es.	  

These	  polycyclic	  aroma&c	  molecules	  have	  been	  considered	  for	  their	  excep&onal	  
	  features:	  they	  have	  (i)	  a	  strong	  absorp&on	  in	  the	  visible	  region	  (400	  <	  λ	  <	  700	  nm)	  
	  with	  a	  nearly	  unity	  quantum	  yield,	  (ii)	  a	  high	  thermal	  and	  oxida&ve	  stability,	  	  
(iii)	  high	  electron	  mobility,	  (iv)	  sustainable	  costs	  of	  the	  raw	  materials,	  and	  	  
(v)	  supramolecular	  self-‐assembling	  proper&es	  leading	  to	  the	  forma&on	  of	  
	  func&onal	  architectures,	  due	  to	  the	  π-‐stacking	  between	  neighbouring	  molecules.	  
	  In	  addi&on,	  due	  to	  the	  easy	  tunability	  of	  the	  HOMO	  and	  LUMO	  levels,	  PBIs	  has	  	  
been	  already	  used	  in	  the	  field	  of	  organic	  electronics	  since	  they	  exhibit	  n-‐type	  	  
semiconduc&ng	  proper&es	  (reach	  of	  electrons).	  	  
	  

Organic	  Dyes	  



These	  molecules	  show	  intense	  green	  color	  in	  both	  solu&on	  and	  solid	  state	  and	  are	  
	  highly	  soluble	  in	  dichloromethane	  and	  even	  in	  nonpolar	  solvents,	  such	  as	  hexane	  



UV-‐Vis	  spectra	  in	  different	  solvents	  
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Grafene 

materiale noto per  
la sua durezza 

materiale con elevata 
conduttività elettrica 

si forma alla temperatura di 1.200 °C  

si forma a temperature 
comprese fra i 900 °C  
ed i 1.200 °C e pressione di circa 50 kbar 
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Nature	  1985,	  318,	  162	  

M+ = 720 
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intensity/signal-to-noise in their spectrum .4,5 Solid black 
soot-like material is collected by scraping it from all parts of 
the apparatus.15 This material when placed in benzene readily 
gives rise to a red solution which can be decanted from the 
black insoluble soot-like material. 

The mass spectrum of the smoke produced directly without 
further processing gives strong peaks at mlz = 720 and 840. 
However, the material which is solvent extracted gives the 
spectrum shown in Fig. 1. This should be compared with the 
laser vaporisation results1-3 and shows that the fullerenes C,t 
( n  = 62,64,66,68, etc.) are also present and apparently stable 
in air. 

Solvent extraction of batches of these carbon deposits gave 
plum-coloured solutions which yielded, after solvent removal, 
a black-brown solid in up to 8% yield. Chromatographic 
separation (alumina, hexane) then yielded pure C60 and C70 in 
a ratio of approximately 5 : 1, and together these comprised 
about 15% of the extract; the total yield was 8 mg. In one of 
the two chromatographically separated samples the dominant 
peak appears at m/z = 720 and in the other it appears at m/z = 
840 (Figs. 2 b and a ,  respectively). 

c6() is a mustard-coloured solid that appears brown or black 
with increasing film thickness. It is soluble in the common 
organic solvents, especially aromatic hydrocarbons, and gives 
beautiful magenta-coloured solutions. C70 is a reddish brown 
solid, and thicker films are greyish black; its solutions are 
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Fig. 3 a 13C NMR spectrum of c60, Buckminsterfullerene. b 13C NMR 
spectrum of a mixed sample in which c60 is much reduced. c 13C NMR 

port-wine red. Solutions of mixtures of C60 and C70 are red due 
to (270 being more intensely coloured. Both compounds are 
crystalline with high m.p.'s (>280 "C). Although both 
compounds are very soluble in, e.g., benzene (C60 is the more 
soluble), they are nevertheless slow to dissolve reflecting the 
excellent close packing achieved by the spherical and near- 
spherical molecular structures. Crystals of C60 are both 
needles and plates, the latter being a mixture of squares, 
triangles and trapezia; the needles consist of a series of 
overlapping plates. 

The 13C NMR spectrum for C60 (18 h integration) consists of 
a single line (Fig. 3a), as required, at 142.68 ppm, and 
unaltered by proton decoupling. This is significantly down- 
field from the peaks for the corresponding positions in 
naphthalene (133.7 pprn), acenaphthylene (128.65 pprn), and 
benzo[g,h,i,]fluoranthene (126.85, 128.05 and 137.75 ppm).lh 
This is not unexpected since strain produces downfield shifts 
which may be attributed to strain-induced hybridisation 
changes, as shown for example by the 13C peaks for the 
bridgehead carbons in tetralin (136.8 ppm), indane (143.9 
ppm) and benzcyclobutene (146.3 ppm).16 

Fig. 3c shows the 13C NMR spectrum for C7O [run in the 
presence of Cr(acac)3, Hacac = pentane-2,4-dione, which 
produces a ca. 0.12 pprn upfield shift of the peaks] consisting 
of five lines as required, at 150.07, 147.52, 146.82, 144.77 and 
130.28 ppm, also unaffected by proton decoupling. The 
number of lines (five) is compelling evidence for the fullerene- 
70 structurel2.13 depicted in Fig. 4. Fig. 3b shows the spectrum 
of a mixed sample in which c60 is much reduced. It is clear 
from this diagram that fullerene-70 possesses five sets of 
inequivalent carbon atoms with an n, : nb : n, : nd : n, ratio of 
10 : 10 : 20 : 20 : 10 (sighting along vertical planes as indicated 
in the diagram), and this is precisely the ratio of the line 
intensities observed in the spectrum. The peak at 130.28 ppm 
can reasonably be assigned to the equatorial ring of ten carbon 
atoms (e in Fig. 4), since these correspond to the tertiary 
carbons in pyrene which appear at 124.6 ppm;16 strain again 
produces a downfield shift of the peaks. The peaks at 144.77 
and 147.52 ppm arise from carbons d and c (Fig. 4). It is 
probable that the peak at 144.77 ppm is due to the carbon 
atoms d since models indicate these to be less strained than 
carbon atoms c. Similarly we suggest that the lines at 150.07 
and 146.82 pprn be assigned to type a and b carbon nuclei 
respectively as indicated in Fig. 3c. 

spectrum of C70, fullerene-70. The line assignments given are based on 
the observed intensities and semi-quantitative strain arguments, and 
are subject to confirmation. The wing of the intense benzene solvent 
signal lies at the far right hand side 

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of fullerene-70 (based on the diagram in ref. 
10). The five sets of identical carbon nuclei a-e lie in the vertical 
planes as indicated 
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Isolation, Separation and Characterisation of the Fullerenes CG0 and CT0: The Third 
Form of Carbon 
Roger Taylor, Jonathan P. Hare, Ala’a K. Abdul-Sada and Harold W. Kroto 
School of Chemistry and Molecular Sciences, University of Sussex, Brighton BNl 9QJ, UK 

Pure samples of the species Ce0 (Buckminsterfullerene) and C70 (fullerene-70) have been prepared, and their 
structures characterised by their mass and 13C NMR spectra; the results indicate the existence of  a family of stable 
fullerenes, thus confirming that carbon possesses a third form in addition t o  diamond and graphite. 

Following the proposal in 1985 that the ultra-stable molecule, 
C60, Buckminsterfullerene, forms spontaneously when carbon 
is laser vaporised,l much effort has been expended on finding 
support for the original suggestion.*J In early 1990 
Kraetschmer et al,435 provided spectroscopic evidence for the 
presence of trace amounts of C60 in smoke obtained from a 
carbon arc; their observation of four weak but distinct IR 
bands being consistent with theory.6-10 We confirmed this 
result; however, mass spectrometry showed that the material 
from similarly processed carbon gave rise to strong peaks at 
mlz 720 and 840, commensurate with C60 and C70. 
Kraetschmer and co-workers11 have now obtained unequivo- 
cal evidence for the structure of C60, thus confirming our 
original proposal that it is Buckminsterfullerene. 1 We describe 
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Fig. 1 Mass spectrum of extract from discharge processed carbon 

here the results of a parallel study in which pure C60 and C70 
are isolated, separated and characterised. These results not 
only confirm the results of Kraetschmer et al. on C60 but show 
that C7* is also a closed cage and thus provide compelling 
evidence for the stability of the fullerene family in 
general.12-14 The separation of new forms of an element by 
chromatography is believed to be unique. 

Graphite rods were resistively heated in a vessel to deposit 
carbon smoke under Ar between 50-100 mbar. The films that 
result from this rudimentary production technique tend to be 
of somewhat variable quality. However, the four IR bands, 
first seen by Kraetschmer et al. ,45 are usually observed 
weakly; at best they sometimes appear at about half the 
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Fig. 2 a Mass spectrum of the separated red solid. b Mass spectrum of 
the mustard coloured solid 
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C60 

scoperto nel 1985 da Kroto, Smalley and Curl, Nature 1985, 318, 162 

1996 Chemistry Nobel Prize 

"for their discovery of fullerenes"  

ROBERT F. CURL, Jr. , SIR HAROLD W. KROTO , and RICHARD E. SMALLEY  
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truncated icosahedron (Ih symmetry) 
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Il	  fullerene	  presenta	  20	  esagoni	  
e	  12	  pentagoni	  
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  C60 was found to become a superconductor in M3C60 species (M=alkali metal) 

  organic soft ferromagnet in TDAE+C60
- (TDAE=tetrakisdimethylaminoethylene) 

    at 16.1 Kelvin  

  a relatively stable hexaanion in cyclic voltammetry 

  an interesting material with non-linear optical properties.  
  The C60 surface contains 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons. All 

   the rings are fused, all the double bonds are conjugated. 

  X-Ray crystal structure determinations on C60 and on some of its derivatives have 
    proved the existence of two different types of bonds: ‘short bonds’ or 6,6 junctions 
    shared by two adjacent hexagons (ca. 1.38 A° long) and ‘long bonds’,  
    or 5,6 junctions, fusing a pentagon and a hexagon (ca. 1.45 A° long).  

C60 
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and CS2 
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The	  chemical	  transforma7ons	  that	  are	  possible	  with	  C60	  could	  be	  classified	  	  
in	  five	  main	  groups	  (figure	  1.3):	  	  
a)	  Addi.on	  reac.ons.	  Forma&on	  of	  exohedral	  compounds	  by	  addi&on	  of	  nucleophiles	  or	  radicals,	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  cycloaddi&ons,	  complexa&ons	  with	  transi&on	  metals	  and	  others.	  	  
b)	  Electron	  transfer	  reac.ons.	  Chemical	  reduc&on	  of	  fullerenes	  can	  easily	  be	  achieved	  by	  reac&on	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  with	  electroposi&ve	  alkali	  and	  alkaline	  earth	  metals	  or	  organic	  donor	  molecules.	  	  
c)	  Heterofullerenes.	  Subs&tu&on	  of	  a	  carbon	  atom	  of	  the	  fullerene	  skeleton	  for	  a	  heteroatom,	  	  
	  	  	  	  for	  example	  nitrogen	  or	  boron.	  	  
d)	  Ring	  opening	  reac.ons.	  Producing	  a	  hole	  in	  the	  C60	  skeleton	  while	  breaking	  a	  discrete	  number	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  of	  bonds.	  	  
e)	  Forma.on	  of	  endohedrals.	  Introducing	  and	  trapping	  of	  atoms	  inside	  the	  spherical	  carbon	  cage.	  
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1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azomethineylides to C60 

                 41% yield 
82% on the consumed C60 

the reaction is site selective in that it affords exclusively the product of 
cycloaddition across a 6,6 ring junction of the fullerene 

the Prato’s reaction 
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In	  the	  presence	  of	  large	  excesses	  of	  reagents,	  up	  to	  nine	  pyrrolidine	  rings	  
can	  be	  introduced,	  as	  detected	  by	  MS	  analysis	  of	  the	  reac&on	  crude.	  
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C60 bis-adducts 
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A paper by Oberlin, Endo, and Koyama published in 1976 clearly showed  
hollow carbon fibers with nanometer-scale diameters using a vapor-growth technique 
(Oberlin, A.; M. Endo, and T. Koyama, J. Cryst. Growth (March 1976). 
Filamentous growth of carbon through benzene decomposition. 32. pp. 335–349.)   

Iijima, Sumio (1991). "Helical microtubules of graphitic carbon".  
Nature 354: 56–58.  

CNTs discover 
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metallic character  

semiconductors 
semiconductors 
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around	  $1500	  per	  gram	  as	  of	  2000	  
~$50–100	  per	  gram	  as	  of	  2007	  	  	  

Comparison	  of	  Mechanical	  Proper7es	  
Material Young's 

Modulus(1) (GPa) 
Tensile Strength 

(GPa) 
Elongation at 

Break (%) 

SWNT ~1 (from 1 to 5) 13-53E 16 

Armchair 
SWNT 

0.94T 126.2T 23.1 

Zigzag 
SWNT 

0.94T 94.5T 15.6-17.5 

Chiral SWNT 0.92 

MWNT 0.8-0.9E 150 

Stainless 
Steel 

~0.2 ~0.65-1 15-50 

Kevlar ~0.15 ~3.5 ~2 

KevlarT 0.25 29.6 

SWNTs with different chiral vectors have dissimilar properties such as optical  
activity, mechanical, strength and electrical conductivity. 

CNTs properties 

HN

O N

O

H
N
H

O N

O

HKevlar 

CNTs are 100 times stronger than steel 

1.  misura	  della	  durezza	  di	  un	  materiale	  elas&co	  
(The	  tangent	  modulus	  of	  the	  ini&al,	  linear	  por&on	  of	  a	  stress-‐strain	  curve	  is	  called	  Young's	  modulus)	  
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I	  CNT	  sono	  meccanicamente	  molto	  più	  resisten&	  delle	  tradizionali	  fibre	  di	  carbonio	  
	  (sono	  100	  volte	  piú	  for&	  dell'acciaio,	  2	  volte	  piú	  leggeri	  dell'alluminio	  )	  ed	  eccezionalmente	  
	  flessibili	  quando	  assoggeEa&	  a	  distorsioni	  (possono	  essere	  piega&	  a	  grandi	  angoli	  e	  poi	  
	  raddrizza&	  senza	  danno).	  	  
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funzionalizzazione	  di	  CNT	  
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fullerenes, porphyrins, and metals, have indeed been included 
in the internal space of CNT, mostly due to hydrophobic interactions 
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an energetic gain of 4 kcal/mol in favor of the 1,2-addition
pattern.29b However, such a small energy difference between
the two addition patterns implies that both types of fluori-
nated material probably coexist. The sidewall carbon atoms
on which F atoms are attached are tetrahedrally coordinated
and adopt sp3 hybridization. This destroys the electronic band
structure of metallic or semiconducting CNT, generating an
insulating material.
The best results for the functionalization reaction have

been achieved at temperatures between 150 and 400 °C,23
as at higher temperatures the graphitic network decomposes
appreciably. The highest degree of functionalization was
estimated to be about C2F by elemental analysis. However,
when fluorination was applied to small diameter HipCO-
SWNT (single-walled CNT), the nanotubes were cut to an
average length of less than 50 nm.33 Fluorinated nanotubes
were reported to have a moderate solubility (∼1 mg/mL) in
alcoholic solvents.34 The majority of the fluorine atoms could
be detached using hydrazine in a 2-propanol suspension of
CNT,23,35 whereas heat annealing was used as an effective
way to recover the pristine nanotubes.36,37 In a different
approach, defunctionalization of fluoronanotubes has been
observed under electron beam irradiation in microscope
observations.38
The fluorination reaction is very useful because further

substitution can be accomplished.39 It was demonstrated that
alkyl groups could replace the fluorine atoms, using Grig-
nard40 or organolithium41 reagents (Figure 1). The alkylated
CNT are well dispersed in common organic solvents such
as THF and can be completely dealkylated upon heating at
500 °C in inert atmosphere, thus recovering pristine CNT.
In addition, several diamines42 or diols43 were reported to

react with fluoronanotubes via nucleophilic substitution
reactions (Figure 1). Infrared (IR) spectroscopy allowed
confirming the disappearance of the C-F bond stretching

at 1225 cm-1 as a result of the reaction. Because of the
presence of terminal amino groups, the aminoalkylated CNT
are soluble in diluted acids and water. The amino-function-
alized CNT were further modified, for example, by conden-
sation with dicarboxylic acid chlorides.42 The cross-linked
nanotubes were characterized by Raman and IR spectroscopy.
In additon, primary amines can be employed to further bind
various biomolecules to the sidewalls of CNT for biological
applications.
Using an alternative approach, the functionalization of

fluoronanotubes with free radicals, thermally generated from
organic peroxides, has been reported and the resulting
material was characterized by FT-IR, Raman, thermogravi-
metric techniques, and microscopy.44
Chlorination or bromination reactions to CNT were

achieved through electrochemical means.45 The electrochemi-
cal oxidation of the appropriate inorganic salts afforded the
coupling of halogen atoms on the graphitic network. The
modified material was found to be soluble in polar solvents,
whereas the carbon impurities were insoluble.

2.2. Hydrogenation
Hydrogenated CNT have been prepared by reducing

pristine CNT with Li metal and methanol dissolved in liquid
ammonia (Birch reduction).46 Using thermogravimetry-mass
spectrometry analysis, the hydrogenated CNT were found
to have a stoichiometry of C11H. The hydrogenated material
was found to be stable up to 400 °C. TEM micrographs
showed corrugation and disorder of the nanotube walls due
to hydrogenation. Binding energies between carbon and
hydrogen atoms were estimated with computational meth-
ods.47 Moreover, CNT have been functionalized with atomic
hydrogen using a glow discharge48-50 or proton bombard-
ment.51 Supporting evidence for the covalent attachment was
given by FT-IR spectroscopy.

2.3. Cycloadditions
Carbene [2+1] cycloadditions to pristine CNT were first

employed by the Haddon group.52-56 Carbene was generated
in situ using a chloroform/sodium hydroxide mixture or a
phenyl(bromodichloro methyl)mercury reagent (Figure 2).
The addition of dichlorocarbene functionality induced

some changes in the XPS and far-infrared spectra, whereas
chemical analysis showed the presence of chlorine in the
sample. It was found that over 90% of the far-infrared
intensity is removed by 16% CCl2 functionalization. Such
covalent modification exerted stronger effects on the elec-
tronic band structures of metallic SWNT.
Nucleophilic addition of carbenes has been reported by

the Hirsch group.6,57 In this case, zwitterionic 1:1 adducts
were formed rather than cyclopropane systems (Figure 3,
route a).

Figure 1. Reaction scheme for fluorination of nanotubes, defunc-
tionalization, and further derivatization.

Figure 2. Cycloaddition reaction with in situ generated dichloro-
carbene.
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In another [2+1] cycloaddition reaction, the thermal
functionalization of CNT by nitrenes was extensively studied
(Figure 3, route b).6,57-59 The first step of the synthetic
protocol was the thermal decomposition of an organic azide,
which gives rise to alkoxycarbonylnitrene via nitrogen
elimination. The second step consisted of the [2+1] cy-
cloaddition of the nitrene to the sidewalls of CNT, affording
alkoxycarbonylaziridino-CNT. A variety of organic func-
tional groups, such as alkyl chains, dendrimers, and crown
ethers, were successfully attached onto CNT. It was found
that the modified CNT containing chelating donor groups
in the addends allowed complexation of metal ions, such as
Cu and Cd.58 The [2+1] cycloaddition reaction resulted in
the formation of derivatized CNT, soluble in dimethyl
sulfoxide or 1,2-dichlorobenzene. The final material was fully
characterized by 1H NMR, XPS, UV-vis, and IR spec-
troscopies,58 while chemical cross-linking of CNT was
demonstrated by using R,ω-bifunctional nitrenes.59
In a similar approach, the sidewalls and tips of CNT were

functionalized using azide photochemistry.60 The irradiation
of the photoactive azidothymidine in the presence of nano-
tubes was found to cause the formation of very reactive
nitrene groups in the proximity of the carbon lattice. In a
cycloaddition reaction, these nitrene groups couple to the
nanotubes and form aziridine adducts (Figure 4).
The free hydroxyl group at the 5′ position of the deoxy-

ribose moiety in each aziridothymidine group was used as
the site of modification from which DNA strands could be
further attached.60a Theoretical studies have supported the
feasibility of the reactions of CNT with carbenes (or nitrenes)
from a thermodynamic point of view.61,62
A simple method for obtaining soluble CNT was devel-

oped by our group.63,64 The azomethine ylides, thermally
generated in situ by condensation of an R-amino acid and
an aldeyde, were successfully added to the graphitic surface
via a 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction, forming pyrrolidine-
fused rings (Figure 5).
In principle, any moiety could be attached to the tubular

network, in an approach that has led to a wide variety of
functionalized CNT. After the first report,63 various aspects

have been extensively explored including applications in the
fields of medicinal chemistry, solar energy conversion, and
selective recognition of chemical species. The amino-
functionalized CNT were particularly suitable for the covalent
immobilization of molecules or for the formation of com-
plexes based on positive/negative charge interaction.65 Vari-
ous biomolecules have been attached on amino-CNT, such
as amino acids, peptides, and nucleic acids (Figure 6).65-70
Several applications in the field of medicinal chemistry can
be envisaged, including vaccine and drug delivery, gene
transfer, and immunopotentiation.
One of the central aspects in CNT chemistry and physics

is their interaction with moieties via electron tranfer. In-
tramolecular electron-transfer interactions between nanotubes
and pendant ferrocene groups showed that this composite
material can be used for converting solar energy into electric
current upon photoexcitation.71 In another application, a
SWNT-ferrocene nanohybrid was used as a sensor for
anionic species as a result of hydrogen bond interactions.72
The complexation of the functionalized CNT with phosphates
was monitored by cyclic voltammetry. The detection of ionic
pollutants is very important in the field of environmental
chemistry. By an analogous approach, glucose could be
detected by amperometric means.73
The organic functionalization of CNT with azomethine

ylides can be used for the purification of raw material from
metal particles and amorphous carbonaceous species.74a Three
main steps were followed: (a) the chemical modification of
the starting material, (b) the separation of the soluble adducts
and reprecipitation by the use of a solvent/nonsolvent
technique, and (c) the thermal removal of the functional
groups followed by annealing at high temperature. The final
material was found to be free of amorphous carbon whereas
the catalyst content was less than 0.5%.
Water-soluble, functionalized, multiwalled carbon nano-

tubes (MWNT) have been length-separated and purified from
amorphous material through direct flow field-flow fraction-
ation (FlFFF). In this context, MWNT subpopulations of
relatively homogeneous, different lengths have been obtained

Figure 3. Derivatization reactions: (a) carbene addition; (b)
functionalization by nitrenes; and (c) photoinduced addition of
fluoroalkyl radicals.

Figure 4. Photoinduced generation of reactive nitrenes in the
presence of nanotubes.

Figure 5. 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition of azomethine ylides.
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from collecting fractions of the raw, highly polydispersed
(200-5000 nm) MWNT sample.74b Although the resulting
length-based MWNT sorting was performed on a micro-
preparative scale, the isolation of purified and relatively
uniform-length MWNT is of fundamental importance for
further characterization and applications requiring monodis-
perse MWNT material.
In another approach, Alvaro et al.75a modified nanotubes

by thermal 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of nitrile imines,
whereas the reaction under microwave conditions afforded
functionalized material in 15 min (Figure 7).75b The pyra-
zoline-modified tubes were characterized by UV-vis, NMR,
and FT-IR spectroscopies. Photochemical studies showed
that, by photoexcitation of the modified tubes, electron
transfer takes place from the substituents to the graphitic
walls.75a The applicability of the 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions
onto the sidewalls of CNT has been supported by theoretical
calculations.76

The so-called Bingel [2+1] cyclopropanation reaction was
also reported recently.77 In this reaction, diethylbromoma-
lonate works as a formal precursor of carbene. The [2+1]
addition to CNT dispersed in 1,8-diazobicyclo[5,4,0]-

undecene (DBU) afforded the modified material. In a
subsequent step, CNT reacted with 2-(methylthio)ethanol to
give thiolated material. The functional groups on the nano-
tube surface could be visualized by a tagging technique using
chemical binding of gold nanoparticles (Figure 8). The degree
of functionalization by the Bingel reaction was estimated to
be about 2%.
A Diels-Alder cycloaddition was performed on the

sidewalls of CNT.78a The reaction involves four π-electrons
of a 1,3-diene and two π-electrons of the dienophile. The
active reagent was o-quinodimethane (generated in situ from
4,5-benzo-1,2-oxathiin-2-oxide), and the reaction was assisted
by microwave irradiation. The modified tubes were charac-
terized by Raman and thermogravimetric techniques. The
feasibility of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition of conjugated
dienes onto the sidewalls of SWNT was assessed by means
of a two-layered ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G*:AM1) molecular
modeling approach.78b While the reaction of 1,3-butadiene
with the sidewall of an armchair (5,5) nanotube was found
to be disfavored, the cycloaddition of quinodimethane was
predicted by observing the possible aromaticity stabilization
at the corresponding transition states and products.

2.4. Radical Additions
Classical molecular dynamics simulations have been used

to model the attachment of CNT by carbon radicals.79 These
simulations showed that there is great probability of reaction
of radicals on the walls of CNT. A simple approach to
covalent sidewall functionalization was developed via dia-
zonium salts (Figure 9).80-88
Initially, derivatization of small diameter CNT (HipCO)

was achieved by electrochemical reduction of substituted aryl

Figure 6. Reaction pathway for obtaining water-soluble am-
monium-modified nanotubes. The latter can be used for the delivery
of biomolecules.

Figure 7. 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition of nitrile imines to nanotubes.

Figure 8. Bingel reaction on nanotubes and subsequent attachment
to gold nanoparticles.

Figure 9. Derivatization scheme by reduction of aryl diazonium
salts.
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from collecting fractions of the raw, highly polydispersed
(200-5000 nm) MWNT sample.74b Although the resulting
length-based MWNT sorting was performed on a micro-
preparative scale, the isolation of purified and relatively
uniform-length MWNT is of fundamental importance for
further characterization and applications requiring monodis-
perse MWNT material.
In another approach, Alvaro et al.75a modified nanotubes

by thermal 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of nitrile imines,
whereas the reaction under microwave conditions afforded
functionalized material in 15 min (Figure 7).75b The pyra-
zoline-modified tubes were characterized by UV-vis, NMR,
and FT-IR spectroscopies. Photochemical studies showed
that, by photoexcitation of the modified tubes, electron
transfer takes place from the substituents to the graphitic
walls.75a The applicability of the 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions
onto the sidewalls of CNT has been supported by theoretical
calculations.76

The so-called Bingel [2+1] cyclopropanation reaction was
also reported recently.77 In this reaction, diethylbromoma-
lonate works as a formal precursor of carbene. The [2+1]
addition to CNT dispersed in 1,8-diazobicyclo[5,4,0]-

undecene (DBU) afforded the modified material. In a
subsequent step, CNT reacted with 2-(methylthio)ethanol to
give thiolated material. The functional groups on the nano-
tube surface could be visualized by a tagging technique using
chemical binding of gold nanoparticles (Figure 8). The degree
of functionalization by the Bingel reaction was estimated to
be about 2%.
A Diels-Alder cycloaddition was performed on the

sidewalls of CNT.78a The reaction involves four π-electrons
of a 1,3-diene and two π-electrons of the dienophile. The
active reagent was o-quinodimethane (generated in situ from
4,5-benzo-1,2-oxathiin-2-oxide), and the reaction was assisted
by microwave irradiation. The modified tubes were charac-
terized by Raman and thermogravimetric techniques. The
feasibility of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition of conjugated
dienes onto the sidewalls of SWNT was assessed by means
of a two-layered ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G*:AM1) molecular
modeling approach.78b While the reaction of 1,3-butadiene
with the sidewall of an armchair (5,5) nanotube was found
to be disfavored, the cycloaddition of quinodimethane was
predicted by observing the possible aromaticity stabilization
at the corresponding transition states and products.

2.4. Radical Additions
Classical molecular dynamics simulations have been used

to model the attachment of CNT by carbon radicals.79 These
simulations showed that there is great probability of reaction
of radicals on the walls of CNT. A simple approach to
covalent sidewall functionalization was developed via dia-
zonium salts (Figure 9).80-88
Initially, derivatization of small diameter CNT (HipCO)

was achieved by electrochemical reduction of substituted aryl
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from collecting fractions of the raw, highly polydispersed
(200-5000 nm) MWNT sample.74b Although the resulting
length-based MWNT sorting was performed on a micro-
preparative scale, the isolation of purified and relatively
uniform-length MWNT is of fundamental importance for
further characterization and applications requiring monodis-
perse MWNT material.
In another approach, Alvaro et al.75a modified nanotubes

by thermal 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of nitrile imines,
whereas the reaction under microwave conditions afforded
functionalized material in 15 min (Figure 7).75b The pyra-
zoline-modified tubes were characterized by UV-vis, NMR,
and FT-IR spectroscopies. Photochemical studies showed
that, by photoexcitation of the modified tubes, electron
transfer takes place from the substituents to the graphitic
walls.75a The applicability of the 1,3-dipolar cycloadditions
onto the sidewalls of CNT has been supported by theoretical
calculations.76

The so-called Bingel [2+1] cyclopropanation reaction was
also reported recently.77 In this reaction, diethylbromoma-
lonate works as a formal precursor of carbene. The [2+1]
addition to CNT dispersed in 1,8-diazobicyclo[5,4,0]-

undecene (DBU) afforded the modified material. In a
subsequent step, CNT reacted with 2-(methylthio)ethanol to
give thiolated material. The functional groups on the nano-
tube surface could be visualized by a tagging technique using
chemical binding of gold nanoparticles (Figure 8). The degree
of functionalization by the Bingel reaction was estimated to
be about 2%.
A Diels-Alder cycloaddition was performed on the

sidewalls of CNT.78a The reaction involves four π-electrons
of a 1,3-diene and two π-electrons of the dienophile. The
active reagent was o-quinodimethane (generated in situ from
4,5-benzo-1,2-oxathiin-2-oxide), and the reaction was assisted
by microwave irradiation. The modified tubes were charac-
terized by Raman and thermogravimetric techniques. The
feasibility of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition of conjugated
dienes onto the sidewalls of SWNT was assessed by means
of a two-layered ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G*:AM1) molecular
modeling approach.78b While the reaction of 1,3-butadiene
with the sidewall of an armchair (5,5) nanotube was found
to be disfavored, the cycloaddition of quinodimethane was
predicted by observing the possible aromaticity stabilization
at the corresponding transition states and products.

2.4. Radical Additions
Classical molecular dynamics simulations have been used

to model the attachment of CNT by carbon radicals.79 These
simulations showed that there is great probability of reaction
of radicals on the walls of CNT. A simple approach to
covalent sidewall functionalization was developed via dia-
zonium salts (Figure 9).80-88
Initially, derivatization of small diameter CNT (HipCO)

was achieved by electrochemical reduction of substituted aryl
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with biotin, a molecule which exhibits extremely high affinity
to streptavidin.
Azamian et al.330 prepared several nanotube-protein

composites and characterized them by AFM. Concerning
biosensor technology, glucose oxidase, an enzyme which
catalyzes the oxidation of glucose, has been immobilized onto
the surface of CNT,330,331 and it is extensively used in clinical
tests. The nanotube-enzyme conjugate was integrated on a
carbon electrode for voltammetric detection of glucose,
resulting in an increase of the catalytic response of more
than 10 times due to the presence of conducting CNT. Other
examples of such electrochemical biosensors concern the
hemoglobin system332 for hydrogen peroxide detection, the
myoglobin composite for nitric oxide333a,b or hydrogen
peroxide333c detection, the hemin conjugate for oxygen gas
sensing,334a the microperoxidase-11 system for oxygen
reduction,334b the cholesterol esterase system for blood
analysis,335a and the horseradish peroxidase system for
hydrogen peroxide reduction.335b Karajanagi et al.336 have
investigated the secondary structure and activity of enzymes
adsorbed on CNT by FT-IR spectroscopy and AFM imaging.
The authors concluded that certain protein substrates retain
their catalytic activity, while others experience structural
perturbation on the surface of the tubes. The reason for these
differences still remains unclear.
Similarly, monoclonal fullerene-specific antibodies have

been shown to specifically bind to the surface of nano-
tubes.337 The binding cavity of the antibody consists of a
cluster of hydrophobic amino acids. An analogous nanotube-
antibody conjugate was found to function as immunosensor
for Staphylococcus aureus.338 Wang et al.339 observed that
peptide sequences rich in histidine and tryptophan residues
can be isolated from peptide phage-display libraries by
specific binding to CNT. The peptides presented a certain
degree of flexibility, which allowed them to adopt the
appropriate folding to wrap around the tubes. The hydro-
phobic parts of the peptide chain were suggested to act as
symmetric detergents.
A different approach for the noncovalent modification of

CNT with biomolecules involves the use of bifunctional
linkers, based on a pyrene moiety (Figure 19).340
The anchor molecule can adsorb irreversibly onto graphitic

surfaces due to van der Waals interactions. In a subsequent
step, enzymes can be covalently attached to the activated
pyrene by nucleophilic attack of the basic amino acid
residues. Using this binding approach, Dekker and co-
workers340b studied the effect of immobilized glucose oxidase
on the electrical conductance of CNT. They observed that
the presence of the attached enzyme decreases the electrical
conductance. Upon adding trace quantities of glucose
molecules, an increase in conductance takes place, suggesting

the use of the composite as a sensor for enzymatic activity.
At the same time, several groups have studied the change
of the electric properties (sensitivity) of the CNT in the
presence of various biomolecules.314b,c,d,341 In general, the
results show that carbon tubes are excellent biosensors with
potential applications in medicine and nanobiotechnology.
Synthetic peptides were designed not only for nanotube

coating but also for the solubilization of the carbon mate-
rial.342 Amphiphilic helical peptides were found to fold
around the graphitic surface of the nanotubes and to disperse
them in aqueous solutions by noncovalent interactions. Most
importantly, the size and morphology of the coated fibers
can be controlled by peptide-peptide interactions, affording
highly ordered structures.
Another example of assembly on the carbon nanotube

surface involves the synthetic single-chain lipids.343 Regular
striations could be seen on the entire nanotube network by
microscopy studies.343a Moreover, the polar part of the lipids
could participate in the selective immobilization of histidine-
tagged protein through metal ion chelates. In a different
approach, Artyukhin et al.343b deposited alternating layers
of cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes on templated carbon
nanotubes. The authors demonstated the occurrence of
spontaneous self-assembly of common phospholipid bilayers
around the hydrophilic polymer coating CNT. The lipid
membrane was found to maintain its fluidity, and the mobility
of lipid molecules can still be described by a simple diffusion
model.
Noncovalent interactions between DNA and CNT, as well

as certain organization properties of such systems, have been
reported.188,327,344-353 Techniques used to study DNA-
nanotube systems include TEM,344 UV/IR spectroscopy,345,346
and flow linear dichroism.347 Clear evidence of binding
between the components was observed in each case.
Several groups have reported that DNA strands interact

strongly with CNT to form stable hybrids that can be
effectively dispersed in aqueous solutions.311d,348,349 Moreover,
by wrapping the nanotubes with a DNA sequence of
alternating guanine and thymine bases, it was possible not
only to separate metallic from semiconducting tubes but also
to perform a diameter-dependent separation via ion exchange
chromatography.350 Further supporting information about the
nature of each eluted fraction was confirmed by fluorescence
and Raman spectroscopic characterization.351
Xin et al.352 fabricated nanotube-DNA composites by

using the pyrene methylammonium compound as the chemi-
cal linker. The ammonium groups interact electrostatically
with the phosphate moieties of the DNA backbone, whereas
the pyrenyl moiety is adsorbed onto the graphitic surface
by van der Waals forces. Through AFM imaging, it was
concluded that two-thirds of the tubes were anchored with
DNA strands. The latter were used as templates for the direct
positioning of CNT on a Si surface. A similar modification
strategy involves the attachment of pyrene-modified oligo-
nucleotides to the sidewalls of the nanotubes. In this case,
Taft et al.188 introduced the polynuclear aromatic compound
onto the 5′-end of a DNA by covalent binding. To visualize
the immobilized strands, complementary sequences were
thiolated and attached to gold nanoparticles. This strategy
allowed analysis of the DNA-CNT conjugates by scanning
electron microscopy.
The electrostatic assembly of DNA on nanotube-modified

gold electrodes via the cationic polyelectrolyte poly(diallyl
dimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) has been evaluated.353

Figure 19. Interactions of nanotubes with pyrene derivatives.
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Carbon nanotubes might improve neuronal
performance by favouring electrical shortcuts
Giada Cellot1, Emanuele Cilia1†, Sara Cipollone2, Vladimir Rancic1, Antonella Sucapane1,
Silvia Giordani2†, Luca Gambazzi3, Henry Markram3, Micaela Grandolfo4, Denis Scaini5,
Fabrizio Gelain6, Loredana Casalis5, Maurizio Prato2, Michele Giugliano3,7‡ and Laura Ballerini1‡*

Carbon nanotubes have been applied in several areas of nerve tissue engineering to probe and augment cell behaviour, to
label and track subcellular components, and to study the growth and organization of neural networks. Recent reports show
that nanotubes can sustain and promote neuronal electrical activity in networks of cultured cells, but the ways in which
they affect cellular function are still poorly understood. Here, we show, using single-cell electrophysiology techniques,
electron microscopy analysis and theoretical modelling, that nanotubes improve the responsiveness of neurons by forming
tight contacts with the cell membranes that might favour electrical shortcuts between the proximal and distal
compartments of the neuron. We propose the ‘electrotonic hypothesis’ to explain the physical interactions between the
cell and nanotube, and the mechanisms of how carbon nanotubes might affect the collective electrical activity of cultured
neuronal networks. These considerations offer a perspective that would allow us to predict or engineer interactions
between neurons and carbon nanotubes.

Nanomaterials can be engineered and integrated into biological
systems to form useful multifunctional devices1–3. Carbon
nanotubes, in particular, with their intriguing chemical and

physical properties4, are promising materials for electronics, aero-
space and biomedical applications5–7. The application of nanotubes
to the central nervous system is particularly suited in at least four
areas of interest in nerve-tissue engineering: probing cell behaviour,
augmenting cell behaviour, labelling/tracking subcellular com-
ponents and providing tissue matrix enhancement1,6,8,9.

Because of their organized fractal-like nanostructure and high
electrical conductivity, carbon nanotubes are promising materials
for developing neural prosthesis10. They can organize into bundles
that mimic neural processes7, and have been patterned on surfaces
for studying the growth and organization of neural networks6.

Recent work shows that carbon nanotube anchored on planar
substrates can promote cell attachment, growth, differentiation
and long-term survival of neurons11–15. Furthermore, the neuron–
nanotube interaction depends on the purity and three-dimensional
organization of the nanotubes15. We have shown previously10,14 that
neurons grown on a conductive nanotube meshwork always display
more efficient signal transmission. We now ask whether this effi-
ciency is linked to the nanoscale physical interactions between the
nanotube and neuron.

Here, we show by single-cell electrophysiology that direct nano-
tubes–substrate interactions with membranes of neurons can affect
single cell activity. Neurons normally propagate electrical signals,
known as action potential, down an axon. Action potentials might
occasionally backpropagate to dendrites, that is against the direction
flow. The interactions with nanotubes favour backpropagation of
the action potential. The backpropagating current induces a

voltage change that increases the concentration of Ca2þ in the
dendrites—an event known as calcium electrogenesis—and can
be measured through the presence of a slow membrane depolariz-
ation following repetitive action potentials16. Our results provide a
new mechanistic insight into how nanotubes target the integrative
properties of neurons. We further propose a mathematical
model to explain the phenomena and consequences for the
enhanced signal transmission10,14 of neurons cultured on
nanotube substrates.

Carbon nanotubes and electrogenesis in neurons
Functionalized single-wall or multi-wall carbon nanotubes (here-
after collectively called nanotubes unless specified) were deposited
on a glass substrate and subsequently defunctionalized by thermal
treatment to form glass slides covered with a purified and mechani-
cally stable thin film (that is, a nano-meshwork) of about 50–70 nm
(see Methods)10,14. Scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) conduc-
tivity measurements revealed that both nanotube layers act as a
largely resistive network, confirming our previous observations10.
This is consistent with STM images that show a dense meshwork
of nanotubes with a typically large surface roughness (see
Supplementary Information, Fig. S1) and this suggests that long-
range electrical connectivity is permitted17.

The effect of nanotubes on neuronal integrative properties was
investigated by comparing the electrophysiology of rat hippocampal
cells cultured on control substrates to those grown on a thin
film of purified nanotubes for 8 to 12 days. In a sample of cultures
(n ¼ 19) grown on nanotubes we quantified in terms of post-
synaptic currents frequency (see Methods) the presence of a
significant increase in synaptic activity, compared to control
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we show, using single-cell electrophysiology techniques, electron microscopy analysis and theoretical  
modelling, that nanotubes improve the responsiveness of neurons by forming tight contacts with the cell  
membranes that might favour electrical shortcuts between the proximal and distal compartments of the neuron.  

tight contact between nanotubes and membranes.  
The morphology of such contacts is indicative of the 
 development of hybrid nanotubes – neuronal units . 

observations (compare Fig. 4e to Fig. 1a; see also Fig. 4f ), a small-
sized recurrent network of model neurons was simulated (see
Supplementary Information, Methods). In such a modelled
network of neurons, spontaneous neuronal activity emerges as irre-
gular synchronized firing epochs10,14 or bursts. When we added the
additional ADP induced by nanotubes in the simulated neurons,
this did not increase the network activity (Fig. 6a); instead, it signifi-
cantly prolonged the duration of bursts (Fig. 6a, inset) in the simu-
lated network. Prolonged epochs of burst firing were indirectly
evaluated experimentally by monitoring postsynaptic currents in
single neurons (Fig. 6b). We used each voltage-clamped cell as a
probe to sense presynaptic network activity. When control and
nanotubes postsynaptic currents were aligned to the time of crossing
a detection threshold and then averaged (see Supplementary
Information, Methods), the resulting waveform durations indicated
that the probability of presynaptic events clustering was much higher
in nanotubes cultures (n ¼ 3) compared to control cultures (n ¼ 3)
(Fig. 6b). Quantitative differences in the postsynaptic currents dur-
ation (n ¼ 785, nanotubes; n ¼ 413, control) were quantified as area
values and found statistically significant (P , 0.05), as is apparent
from their distributions (Fig. 6c). We speculate that a prolonged dur-
ation of correlated firing across the network might ultimately potenti-
ate synaptic interactions31. Such an increase in synaptic efficacy would
in turn result in an increased frequency in burst firing32.

We propose that, due to the interaction among nanotubes and
neurons, the efficacy in action potential backpropagation is
enhanced; thus nanotubes reengineer neuronal integrative proper-
ties in vitro. The presence of the ADPs, their dependence on
trains of action potentials together with the detected sensitivity to

calcium channel blockers, in particular Ni2þ sensitivity, given that
Ni2þ-sensitive channels are typically expressed at high density in
distal dendrites33,34, are all indicative of the generation of dendritic
Ca2þ currents16,19,35. This hypothesis, replicated and grounded by
mathematical modelling, is strengthened by the lack of difference
in afterpotentials when single spikes are elicited in control or in
nanotubes neurons.

The precise mechanisms for the observed effect of nanotubes
substrates in this study are not yet totally clear. Our TEM results
suggest that one mechanism might rely on the detected discontinu-
ous and tight contact between nanotubes and membranes. The mor-
phology of such contacts is indicative of the development of hybrid
nanotubes–neuronal units. Are these units functionally different
from other membrane areas? We put forward a provocative
interpretation where a direct resistive and capacitive coupling
between nanotubes and fast repetitive voltage signals generated by
neurons is enhanced at these areas, leading to reinforcement of sig-
nalling, more effective at distal dendrites. Alternatively, such hybrid
areas might be characterized by a nanotubes-induced clustering of
calcium channels. Although we cannot exclude this possibility, the
lack of changes in afterpotentials following a single action potential
or after trains of action potentials in the ganglion cell experiments
do not fully support this interpretation, because such an increased
density in calcium channels should be distributed in all neuronal
compartments, regardless of dendrite complexity. Other morpho-
logical modifications induced by the nanotubes substrates might
certainly have an impact on backpropagation of action potentials,
although significant changes in the passive neuronal membrane
properties could be ruled out.
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Figure 5 | The ultrastructural interaction between multi-wall nanotubes and neurons. a, TEM planar sections of neurons grown on nanotubes show a
healthy organization of neuronal networks, accompanied by the presence of synaptic contacts (rectangular boxes). The asterisk indicates mitochondria and R
indicates clusters of ribosomes. Longitudinal sections of neurites containing microfilaments are clearly distinguishable. A portion of a presumed glial cell is
indicated by ‘G’, identifiable by the intense electron density of its cytoplasm. b,c, TEM sagittal sections illustrate multi-wall nanotubes–membrane contacts,
indicated by arrows. d, Morphology of nanotubes. e,f, High-magnification micrographs from a section consecutive to those of b and c. The rectangular area in
e is magnified in f. Note how nanotubes are ‘pinching’ neuronal membranes.
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Efficient water oxidation at carbon nanotube–
polyoxometalate electrocatalytic interfaces
Francesca M. Toma1,2, Andrea Sartorel3, Matteo Iurlo4, Mauro Carraro3, Pietro Parisse2,5,
Chiara Maccato3, Stefania Rapino4, Benito Rodriguez Gonzalez6, Heinz Amenitsch7, Tatiana Da Ros1,
Loredana Casalis2,5, Andrea Goldoni5, Massimo Marcaccio4, Gianfranco Scorrano3, Giacinto Scoles2,
Francesco Paolucci4, Maurizio Prato1* and Marcella Bonchio3*

Water is the renewable, bulk chemical that nature uses to enable carbohydrate production from carbon dioxide. The dream
goal of energy research is to transpose this incredibly efficient process and make an artificial device whereby the catalytic
splitting of water is finalized to give a continuous production of oxygen and hydrogen. Success in this task would
guarantee the generation of hydrogen as a carbon-free fuel to satisfy our energy demands at no environmental cost. Here
we show that very efficient and stable nanostructured, oxygen-evolving anodes are obtained by the assembly of an
oxygen-evolving polyoxometalate cluster (a totally inorganic ruthenium catalyst) with a conducting bed of multiwalled
carbon nanotubes. Our bioinspired electrode addresses the one major challenge of artificial photosynthesis, namely
efficient water oxidation, which brings us closer to being able to power the planet with carbon-free fuels.

Molecular hydrogen has the potential to quench the world’s
clean-energy thirst and can, in principle, be made by the
chemical splitting of a water molecule into its gaseous com-

ponents, hydrogen and oxygen1. In practice, production of hydro-
gen is hindered by the remarkable stability of water itself, because
the free energy (DG) required for the overall process 2H2O !
2H2þO2 amounts to 113.38 kcal (4.92 eV) (refs 1–3). The chal-
lenge lies mainly in the formidable complexity of the oxidative
half-reaction 2H2O ! O2þ 4Hþþ 4e2, in which the release of dia-
tomic O2 involves an overall four-electron/four-proton process with
the final formation of an oxygen–oxygen bond4.

At the heart of the natural enzyme photosystem II, water oxidation is
accomplished by a metal–oxygen cluster with four manganese and one
calcium atom, Mn4Ca (refs 5–7). The adoption of a catalytic core that
features adjacent transition-metal centres and multiple m-hydroxo–
oxo bridging units is a winning strategy devised by nature to effect
multiple cascade transformations with a high efficiency and minimal
energy cost8. Even the chloroplast-embedded Mn4Ca catalyst finds it
difficult, however, to oxidize water under ambient conditions. Indeed,
photosystem II works with a moderate overpotential (h) of about
0.3–0.4 V at physiological pH conditions9. Under such conditions,
oxygen turnover inflicts lethal damage to the natural protein environ-
ment, which needs to be replaced by the organism every 30 minutes
through a self-healing mechanism10. As a consequence, the design of
a water-splitting synthetic centre that mimics nature is a formidable
challenge, because of the need for a functional but stable catalyst.

A promising innovation in the field is the recent discovery of a
totally inorganic and highly robust tetraruthenate cluster, which
belongs to the class of polyoxometalate (POM) anions
M10[Ru4(H2O)4(m-O)4(m-OH)2 (g-SiW10O36)2] (M101, M¼ Cs,
Li). This complex has oxygen-evolving activity, features a

multimetal oxide structure and nanoscale dimensions, and is
obtained easily in high yields and gram quantities11,12. Water oxidation
catalysis by 1 occurs in the presence of Ce(IV), introduced as a sacrifi-
cial oxidant, with a remarkably high turnover frequency (TOF, the
turnover number (TON) per unit time) of 450 cycles h21 and no deac-
tivation. In this process, the four Ru(IV)–H2O groups within the cata-
lyst core are able to mediate the four-electron/four-proton overall
process through a sequential electron and proton loss in a relatively
narrow potential range (redox potential levelling)13,14. We show that
such flexibility, together with the unique mechanistic and stability
features of 1, can leverage important improvements in the catalytic
protocol at the heterogeneous surface of functional electrodes.

Results and discussion
Fabrication of nanostructured oxygen-evolving anodes (OEAs).
State-of-the-art water electrolysers operate with medium-to-high
overpotential. A promising alternative is based on the immobilization
of oxygen-evolving molecular catalysts on electrodes, with a few
proof-of-principle examples available so far15–17. We show that our
new nanostructured anodes (Fig. 1) perform water oxidation with an
overpotential as low as 0.35 V and TOFs that approach those of
solution behaviour (up to 300 h21). Our approach was to improve
the electrical contact between the redox-active centre and the surface
of the electrode using multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)
(Fig. 1a). These serve as conductive nanowire scaffolds to:

† provide heterogeneous support to 1;
† control the material morphology;
† increase the surface area;
† funnel the sequential electron transfer to the electrode, and thus

favour energy dispersion and relieve catalytic fatigue.
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For enzyme-based fuel cells, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were
employed successfully to increase the enzyme loading on the elec-
trode with an extended three-dimensional space built by an electri-
cally conducting network of high surface area18. Furthermore, the
good mechanical properties and superb thermal stability with the
processability on chemical functionalization provided additional
advantages to the fabrication of CNT-based electrodes19. The
assembly of organic and inorganic domains to yield 1@MWCNT
was achieved through electrostatic scavenging (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Scheme S1) at pH 5 by exposure of Li101 to
water-soluble MWCNTs decorated with polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) ammonium dendrimers (MWCNT-dend) (ref. 20).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Supplementary Fig. S1) carried
out for both the initial MWCNT-dend and the hybrid product pro-
vided a direct estimate of the catalyst loading within the composite
1@MWCNT (Supplementary Table S1).

Association of 1 with MWCNT-dend yielded an effective catalyst
loading in the range 0.07–0.1 mmol g21, consistent with saturation
of the positive charges of the MWCNT scaffold. Assembly of 1 on
pristine MWCNTs gave negligible catalyst loading (see below),
which thus confirmed the key role of the electrostatic interaction
with the attached dendrimer chains. The hybrid composite
1@MWCNT was characterized further by a variety of spectroscopy
and microscopy techniques, including resonant Raman, small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), X-ray dispersive energy spectroscopy

(XEDS) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM). The resonant Raman features of 1 in the pure state
and on the CNT hybrid are strikingly similar, which indicates that
the structure of 1 was preserved during and after the assembly
process (Fig. 2a). In particular, the prominent bands in the range
250–500 cm21 were assigned to Ru-(H2O) stretching modes
(250–400 cm21) and vibrations of the Ru4 core were found at
450–500 cm21 (ref. 13). This region was totally silent for pristine
MWCNTs exposed to 1. Furthermore, the expected MWCNT D
and G bands and its overtone were observed at 1,350, 1,600 and
2,720 cm21, respectively, in the spectrum of 1@MWCNT.

SAXS diffraction patterns were obtained and analysed for both
MWCNT-dend and 1@MWCNT (both at pH 5.5, 0.5 mg ml21),
and compared with the solution behaviour of Li101 in water (pH
5.5, 1 mg ml21). The scattering pattern observed in solution for
Li101 (Fig. 2b, blue curve) and the simulated curve were consistent
with the geometry of the isolated molecule (see Supplementary
Information)11. The solution study gave a nearest-neighbour dis-
tance of 6 nm at 50 mg ml21 (data not shown) and no indication
of aggregation phenomena. Comparison of the experimental
curves registered for 1@MWCNT (Fig. 2b, black trace) and
MWCNT-dend (Fig. 2b, red trace) showed that, in the observed
regime, scattering from 1 dominated with respect to that from the
MWCNT walls. Accordingly, the inorganic oxoclusters appeared
to be deposited on the MWCNT surface mainly as single entities
(nearest-neighbour distance was d¼ 1.2 nm), with a compact distri-
bution driven by the positively charged, terminal functions of the
dendron moiety. This is a key point to access single-site catalysis
that approaches homogeneous behaviour.

The SAXS results were validated by Z-contrast STEM images of
1@MWCNT, which showed individually separated molecules of 1
(bright spots, diameter 1–2 nm) on the CNT surface (Fig. 2c,d).
STEM images gave a clear illustration of the electron-dense
catalyst distribution on the nanotube surface. XEDS analysis
showed the distribution of the ruthenium and tungsten elements
that arose from the inorganic complex with respect to the carbon-
based surface of the nanotube, as indicated by the colour-coded
elemental map (Fig. 2e). The blue colour was assigned to the
carbon Ka emission and the red colour to the tungsten La
emission. Ruthenium from the embedded catalytic core was barely
visible around 19 keV (Fig. 2e, inset). The distribution of tungsten
was coincident with the brighter areas in the STEM images,
which proved the localization of 1. In addition, the HRTEM
images showed that the surface of the CNT walls had a 2 nm
thick catalyst coating (Fig. 2f). Extensive aggregation appeared to
be localized mainly at the terminal sites of the nanotube, probably
associated with a higher degree of covalent functionalization and
thus a higher concentration of the positive dendron sites
(Supplementary Fig. S9).

To evaluate the importance and role played by CNTs, 1 was
assembled on amorphous carbon (AC) previously functionalized
with the charged PAMAM dendron (AC-dend). The resulting
material, 1@AC, was characterized completely by TGA, HRTEM
and STEM techniques (see Supplementary Information).

OEAs that integrated 1@MWCNT were obtained on drop
casting a water solution of the hybrid composite on indium tin
oxide (ITO) electrodes (3 × 3 mm). Analysis of the resulting
coating by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the
expected tungsten 4f7/2 peak centred at 35.4 (+0.05) eV in
binding energy, assigned to the W(VI) component of the POM
framework21, together with a ruthenium 3d peak observed in two
distinct components, at 280.9 and 281.7 (+0.05) eV, attributed to
high valent states22.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the electrode
coating showed a highly porous three-dimensional extended network,
built from interconnecting CNTs that carried catalyst 1 (Fig. 3a).
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Figure 1 | Nanostructured oxygen-evolving material. a, Electrostatic capture
of polyanionic ruthenium-containing clusters 1 (negatively charged, red
surface) by polycationic dendrons on the MWCNT surface (positively
charged, blue surface) and polyhedric structure showing the side and front
view of the POM (red)-embedded tetraruthenate core of 1 (yellow).
b, General scheme for a water-splitting electrocatalytic cell with the
integrated nanostructured OEA.
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For enzyme-based fuel cells, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were
employed successfully to increase the enzyme loading on the elec-
trode with an extended three-dimensional space built by an electri-
cally conducting network of high surface area18. Furthermore, the
good mechanical properties and superb thermal stability with the
processability on chemical functionalization provided additional
advantages to the fabrication of CNT-based electrodes19. The
assembly of organic and inorganic domains to yield 1@MWCNT
was achieved through electrostatic scavenging (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Scheme S1) at pH 5 by exposure of Li101 to
water-soluble MWCNTs decorated with polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) ammonium dendrimers (MWCNT-dend) (ref. 20).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Supplementary Fig. S1) carried
out for both the initial MWCNT-dend and the hybrid product pro-
vided a direct estimate of the catalyst loading within the composite
1@MWCNT (Supplementary Table S1).

Association of 1 with MWCNT-dend yielded an effective catalyst
loading in the range 0.07–0.1 mmol g21, consistent with saturation
of the positive charges of the MWCNT scaffold. Assembly of 1 on
pristine MWCNTs gave negligible catalyst loading (see below),
which thus confirmed the key role of the electrostatic interaction
with the attached dendrimer chains. The hybrid composite
1@MWCNT was characterized further by a variety of spectroscopy
and microscopy techniques, including resonant Raman, small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), X-ray dispersive energy spectroscopy

(XEDS) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM). The resonant Raman features of 1 in the pure state
and on the CNT hybrid are strikingly similar, which indicates that
the structure of 1 was preserved during and after the assembly
process (Fig. 2a). In particular, the prominent bands in the range
250–500 cm21 were assigned to Ru-(H2O) stretching modes
(250–400 cm21) and vibrations of the Ru4 core were found at
450–500 cm21 (ref. 13). This region was totally silent for pristine
MWCNTs exposed to 1. Furthermore, the expected MWCNT D
and G bands and its overtone were observed at 1,350, 1,600 and
2,720 cm21, respectively, in the spectrum of 1@MWCNT.

SAXS diffraction patterns were obtained and analysed for both
MWCNT-dend and 1@MWCNT (both at pH 5.5, 0.5 mg ml21),
and compared with the solution behaviour of Li101 in water (pH
5.5, 1 mg ml21). The scattering pattern observed in solution for
Li101 (Fig. 2b, blue curve) and the simulated curve were consistent
with the geometry of the isolated molecule (see Supplementary
Information)11. The solution study gave a nearest-neighbour dis-
tance of 6 nm at 50 mg ml21 (data not shown) and no indication
of aggregation phenomena. Comparison of the experimental
curves registered for 1@MWCNT (Fig. 2b, black trace) and
MWCNT-dend (Fig. 2b, red trace) showed that, in the observed
regime, scattering from 1 dominated with respect to that from the
MWCNT walls. Accordingly, the inorganic oxoclusters appeared
to be deposited on the MWCNT surface mainly as single entities
(nearest-neighbour distance was d¼ 1.2 nm), with a compact distri-
bution driven by the positively charged, terminal functions of the
dendron moiety. This is a key point to access single-site catalysis
that approaches homogeneous behaviour.

The SAXS results were validated by Z-contrast STEM images of
1@MWCNT, which showed individually separated molecules of 1
(bright spots, diameter 1–2 nm) on the CNT surface (Fig. 2c,d).
STEM images gave a clear illustration of the electron-dense
catalyst distribution on the nanotube surface. XEDS analysis
showed the distribution of the ruthenium and tungsten elements
that arose from the inorganic complex with respect to the carbon-
based surface of the nanotube, as indicated by the colour-coded
elemental map (Fig. 2e). The blue colour was assigned to the
carbon Ka emission and the red colour to the tungsten La
emission. Ruthenium from the embedded catalytic core was barely
visible around 19 keV (Fig. 2e, inset). The distribution of tungsten
was coincident with the brighter areas in the STEM images,
which proved the localization of 1. In addition, the HRTEM
images showed that the surface of the CNT walls had a 2 nm
thick catalyst coating (Fig. 2f). Extensive aggregation appeared to
be localized mainly at the terminal sites of the nanotube, probably
associated with a higher degree of covalent functionalization and
thus a higher concentration of the positive dendron sites
(Supplementary Fig. S9).

To evaluate the importance and role played by CNTs, 1 was
assembled on amorphous carbon (AC) previously functionalized
with the charged PAMAM dendron (AC-dend). The resulting
material, 1@AC, was characterized completely by TGA, HRTEM
and STEM techniques (see Supplementary Information).

OEAs that integrated 1@MWCNT were obtained on drop
casting a water solution of the hybrid composite on indium tin
oxide (ITO) electrodes (3 × 3 mm). Analysis of the resulting
coating by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the
expected tungsten 4f7/2 peak centred at 35.4 (+0.05) eV in
binding energy, assigned to the W(VI) component of the POM
framework21, together with a ruthenium 3d peak observed in two
distinct components, at 280.9 and 281.7 (+0.05) eV, attributed to
high valent states22.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the electrode
coating showed a highly porous three-dimensional extended network,
built from interconnecting CNTs that carried catalyst 1 (Fig. 3a).
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Figure 1 | Nanostructured oxygen-evolving material. a, Electrostatic capture
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surface) by polycationic dendrons on the MWCNT surface (positively
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For enzyme-based fuel cells, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were
employed successfully to increase the enzyme loading on the elec-
trode with an extended three-dimensional space built by an electri-
cally conducting network of high surface area18. Furthermore, the
good mechanical properties and superb thermal stability with the
processability on chemical functionalization provided additional
advantages to the fabrication of CNT-based electrodes19. The
assembly of organic and inorganic domains to yield 1@MWCNT
was achieved through electrostatic scavenging (Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Scheme S1) at pH 5 by exposure of Li101 to
water-soluble MWCNTs decorated with polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) ammonium dendrimers (MWCNT-dend) (ref. 20).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, Supplementary Fig. S1) carried
out for both the initial MWCNT-dend and the hybrid product pro-
vided a direct estimate of the catalyst loading within the composite
1@MWCNT (Supplementary Table S1).

Association of 1 with MWCNT-dend yielded an effective catalyst
loading in the range 0.07–0.1 mmol g21, consistent with saturation
of the positive charges of the MWCNT scaffold. Assembly of 1 on
pristine MWCNTs gave negligible catalyst loading (see below),
which thus confirmed the key role of the electrostatic interaction
with the attached dendrimer chains. The hybrid composite
1@MWCNT was characterized further by a variety of spectroscopy
and microscopy techniques, including resonant Raman, small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), X-ray dispersive energy spectroscopy

(XEDS) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM). The resonant Raman features of 1 in the pure state
and on the CNT hybrid are strikingly similar, which indicates that
the structure of 1 was preserved during and after the assembly
process (Fig. 2a). In particular, the prominent bands in the range
250–500 cm21 were assigned to Ru-(H2O) stretching modes
(250–400 cm21) and vibrations of the Ru4 core were found at
450–500 cm21 (ref. 13). This region was totally silent for pristine
MWCNTs exposed to 1. Furthermore, the expected MWCNT D
and G bands and its overtone were observed at 1,350, 1,600 and
2,720 cm21, respectively, in the spectrum of 1@MWCNT.

SAXS diffraction patterns were obtained and analysed for both
MWCNT-dend and 1@MWCNT (both at pH 5.5, 0.5 mg ml21),
and compared with the solution behaviour of Li101 in water (pH
5.5, 1 mg ml21). The scattering pattern observed in solution for
Li101 (Fig. 2b, blue curve) and the simulated curve were consistent
with the geometry of the isolated molecule (see Supplementary
Information)11. The solution study gave a nearest-neighbour dis-
tance of 6 nm at 50 mg ml21 (data not shown) and no indication
of aggregation phenomena. Comparison of the experimental
curves registered for 1@MWCNT (Fig. 2b, black trace) and
MWCNT-dend (Fig. 2b, red trace) showed that, in the observed
regime, scattering from 1 dominated with respect to that from the
MWCNT walls. Accordingly, the inorganic oxoclusters appeared
to be deposited on the MWCNT surface mainly as single entities
(nearest-neighbour distance was d¼ 1.2 nm), with a compact distri-
bution driven by the positively charged, terminal functions of the
dendron moiety. This is a key point to access single-site catalysis
that approaches homogeneous behaviour.

The SAXS results were validated by Z-contrast STEM images of
1@MWCNT, which showed individually separated molecules of 1
(bright spots, diameter 1–2 nm) on the CNT surface (Fig. 2c,d).
STEM images gave a clear illustration of the electron-dense
catalyst distribution on the nanotube surface. XEDS analysis
showed the distribution of the ruthenium and tungsten elements
that arose from the inorganic complex with respect to the carbon-
based surface of the nanotube, as indicated by the colour-coded
elemental map (Fig. 2e). The blue colour was assigned to the
carbon Ka emission and the red colour to the tungsten La
emission. Ruthenium from the embedded catalytic core was barely
visible around 19 keV (Fig. 2e, inset). The distribution of tungsten
was coincident with the brighter areas in the STEM images,
which proved the localization of 1. In addition, the HRTEM
images showed that the surface of the CNT walls had a 2 nm
thick catalyst coating (Fig. 2f). Extensive aggregation appeared to
be localized mainly at the terminal sites of the nanotube, probably
associated with a higher degree of covalent functionalization and
thus a higher concentration of the positive dendron sites
(Supplementary Fig. S9).

To evaluate the importance and role played by CNTs, 1 was
assembled on amorphous carbon (AC) previously functionalized
with the charged PAMAM dendron (AC-dend). The resulting
material, 1@AC, was characterized completely by TGA, HRTEM
and STEM techniques (see Supplementary Information).

OEAs that integrated 1@MWCNT were obtained on drop
casting a water solution of the hybrid composite on indium tin
oxide (ITO) electrodes (3 × 3 mm). Analysis of the resulting
coating by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) revealed the
expected tungsten 4f7/2 peak centred at 35.4 (+0.05) eV in
binding energy, assigned to the W(VI) component of the POM
framework21, together with a ruthenium 3d peak observed in two
distinct components, at 280.9 and 281.7 (+0.05) eV, attributed to
high valent states22.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the electrode
coating showed a highly porous three-dimensional extended network,
built from interconnecting CNTs that carried catalyst 1 (Fig. 3a).

Top view

a

b
2H2O

O2 + 4H+

H+

P
t cathode

2H+

OEA

Electron flow

H2

Side view

1

Figure 1 | Nanostructured oxygen-evolving material. a, Electrostatic capture
of polyanionic ruthenium-containing clusters 1 (negatively charged, red
surface) by polycationic dendrons on the MWCNT surface (positively
charged, blue surface) and polyhedric structure showing the side and front
view of the POM (red)-embedded tetraruthenate core of 1 (yellow).
b, General scheme for a water-splitting electrocatalytic cell with the
integrated nanostructured OEA.
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Graphene	  is	  an	  allotrope	  (form)	  of	  carbon	  consis&ng	  of	  a	  single	  layer	  of	  carbon	  	  
atoms	  arranged	  in	  an	  hexagonal	  la@ce.	  
	  
It	  can	  be	  considered	  as	  an	  indefinitely	  large	  aroma&c	  molecule,	  the	  ul&mate	  	  
case	  of	  the	  family	  of	  flat	  polycyclic	  aroma&c	  hydrocarbons.	  
	  
The	  material	  was	  rediscovered,	  isolated,	  and	  characterized	  in	  2004	  by	  	  
Andre	  Geim	  and	  Konstan7n	  Novoselov	  at	  the	  University	  of	  Manchester.	  
	  	  
This	  work	  resulted	  in	  the	  two	  winning	  the	  Nobel	  Prize	  in	  Physics	  in	  2010	  	  
"for	  groundbreaking	  experiments	  regarding	  the	  two-‐dimensional	  material	  graphene”.	  

Andre	  Geim	   Konstan&n	  Novoselov	  
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highly	  oriented	  pyroly&c	  graphite	  (HOPG)	  
tinkering for >10 years 
with the following idea 
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metallic electronics
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Graphene	  can	  be	  considered	  an	  "infinite	  alternant"	  (only	  six-‐member	  carbon	  ring)	  
polycyclic	  aroma&c	  hydrocarbon	  

"Graphene"	  is	  a	  combina&on	  of	  "graphite"	  and	  the	  suffix	  -‐ene,	  named	  by	  	  
Hanns-‐Peter	  Boehm,	  who	  described	  single-‐layer	  carbon	  foils	  in	  1962.	  

nanoscale	  corruga&on	  



tection efficiency for the read beam is $ ;
0.04, so we infer the efficiency of quantum
state transfer from the atoms onto the pho-
ton, O ; 0.03.

We have realized a quantum node by
combining the entanglement of atomic and

photonic qubits with the atom-photon quan-
tum state transfer. By implementing the
second node at a different location and
performing a joint detection of the signal
photons from the two nodes, the quantum
repeater protocol (11), as well as distant te-
leportation of an atomic qubit, may be real-
ized. Based on this work, we estimate the
rate for these protocols to be R2 ; ($O"ns)

2 R ;
3 ! 10j7sj1. However, improvements in O
that are based on increasing the optical
thickness of atomic samples (16), as well as
elimination of transmission losses, could pro-
vide several orders of magnitude increase in
R2. Our results also demonstrate the possi-
bility of realizing quantum nodes consisting
of multiple atomic qubits by using multiple
beams of light. This approach shows prom-
ise for implementation of distributed quan-
tum computation (20, 21).
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Electric Field Effect in Atomically
Thin Carbon Films

K. S. Novoselov,1 A. K. Geim,1* S. V. Morozov,2 D. Jiang,1

Y. Zhang,1 S. V. Dubonos,2 I. V. Grigorieva,1 A. A. Firsov2

We describe monocrystalline graphitic films, which are a few atoms thick but are
nonetheless stable under ambient conditions, metallic, and of remarkably high
quality. The films are found to be a two-dimensional semimetal with a tiny overlap
between valence and conductance bands, and they exhibit a strong ambipolar
electric field effect such that electrons and holes in concentrations up to 1013 per
square centimeter and with room-temperature mobilities of È10,000 square
centimeters per volt-second can be induced by applying gate voltage.

The ability to control electronic properties of
a material by externally applied voltage is at
the heart of modern electronics. In many
cases, it is the electric field effect that allows
one to vary the carrier concentration in a
semiconductor device and, consequently,
change an electric current through it. As the

semiconductor industry is nearing the limits
of performance improvements for the current
technologies dominated by silicon, there is a
constant search for new, nontraditional mate-
rials whose properties can be controlled by
the electric field. The most notable recent
examples of such materials are organic
conductors (1) and carbon nanotubes (2). It
has long been tempting to extend the use of
the field effect to metals Ee.g., to develop all-
metallic transistors that could be scaled down
to much smaller sizes and would consume
less energy and operate at higher frequencies

than traditional semiconducting devices (3)^.
However, this would require atomically thin
metal films, because the electric field is
screened at extremely short distances (G1 nm)
and bulk carrier concentrations in metals are
large compared to the surface charge that can
be induced by the field effect. Films so thin
tend to be thermodynamically unstable, be-
coming discontinuous at thicknesses of sev-
eral nanometers; so far, this has proved to be
an insurmountable obstacle to metallic elec-
tronics, and no metal or semimetal has been
shown to exhibit any notable (91%) field ef-
fect (4).

We report the observation of the electric
field effect in a naturally occurring two-
dimensional (2D) material referred to as
few-layer graphene (FLG). Graphene is the
name given to a single layer of carbon atoms
densely packed into a benzene-ring struc-
ture, and is widely used to describe proper-
ties of many carbon-based materials, including
graphite, large fullerenes, nanotubes, etc. (e.g.,
carbon nanotubes are usually thought of as
graphene sheets rolled up into nanometer-sized
cylinders) (5–7). Planar graphene itself has
been presumed not to exist in the free state,
being unstable with respect to the formation of
curved structures such as soot, fullerenes, and
nanotubes (5–14).

Table 1. Conditional probabilities P(IkS) to detect the idler photon in state I given detection of the signal
photon in state S, at the point of maximum correlation for %t 0 100 ns delay between read and write
pulses; all the errors are based on counting statistics of coincidence events.

Basis P(HikHs) P(VikHs) P(VikVs) P(HikVs)

0- 0.92 T 0.02 0.08 T 0.02 0.88 T 0.03 0.12 T 0.03
45- 0.75 T 0.02 0.25 T 0.02 0.81 T 0.02 0.19 T 0.02
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent entanglement fidelity
of the signal and the idler Fsi; circles for %t 0
100 ns, diamonds for %t 0 200 ns.
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We have been able to prepare graphitic
sheets of thicknesses down to a few atomic
layers (including single-layer graphene), to
fabricate devices from them, and to study
their electronic properties. Despite being
atomically thin, the films remain of high
quality, so that 2D electronic transport is
ballistic at submicrometer distances. No
other film of similar thickness is known to
be even poorly metallic or continuous under
ambient conditions. Using FLG, we demon-
strate a metallic field-effect transistor in
which the conducting channel can be
switched between 2D electron and hole gases
by changing the gate voltage.

Our graphene films were prepared by
mechanical exfoliation (repeated peeling) of
small mesas of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (15). This approach was found to
be highly reliable and allowed us to prepare
FLG films up to 10 6m in size. Thicker films
(d Q 3 nm) were up to 100 6m across and
visible by the naked eye. Figure 1 shows
examples of the prepared films, including
single-layer graphene Esee also (15)^. To
study their electronic properties, we pro-
cessed the films into multiterminal Hall bar
devices placed on top of an oxidized Si
substrate so that a gate voltage Vg could be
applied. We have studied more than 60
devices with d G 10 nm. We focus on the
electronic properties of our thinnest (FLG)
devices, which contained just one, two, or
three atomic layers (15). All FLG devices
exhibited essentially identical electronic
properties characteristic for a 2D semimetal,
which differed from a more complex (2D
plus 3D) behavior observed for thicker,
multilayer graphene (15) as well as from
the properties of 3D graphite.

In FLG, the typical dependence of its sheet
resistivity D on gate voltage Vg (Fig. 2)
exhibits a sharp peak to a value of several
kilohms and decays to È100 ohms at high Vg

(note that 2D resistivity is given in units of
ohms rather than ohms ! cm as in the 3D
case). Its conductivity G 0 1/D increases
linearly with Vg on both sides of the resistivity
peak (Fig. 2B). At the same Vg where D has its
peak, the Hall coefficient RH exhibits a sharp
reversal of its sign (Fig. 2C). The observed
behavior resembles the ambipolar field effect
in semiconductors, but there is no zero-
conductance region associated with the Fermi
level being pinned inside the band gap.

Our measurements can be explained
quantitatively by a model of a 2D metal
with a small overlap &( between conductance
and valence bands (15). The gate voltage
induces a surface charge density n 0 (0(Vg/te
and, accordingly, shifts the position of the
Fermi energy (F. Here, (0 and ( are the
permittivities of free space and SiO2, respec-
tively; e is the electron charge; and t is the
thickness of our SiO2 layer (300 nm). For

typical Vg 0 100 V, the formula yields n ,
7.2 ! 1012 cmj2. The electric field doping
transforms the shallow-overlap semimetal
into either completely electron or completely
hole conductor through a mixed state where
both electrons and holes are present (Fig. 2).
The three regions of electric field doping are
clearly seen on both experimental and
theoretical curves. For the regions with only

electrons or holes left, RH decreases with
increasing carrier concentration in the usual
way, as 1/ne. The resistivity also follows the
standard dependence Dj1 0 G 0 ne6 (where
6 is carrier mobility). In the mixed state, G
changes little with Vg, indicating the substi-
tution of one type of carrier with another,
while the Hall coefficient reverses its sign,
reflecting the fact that RH is proportional to

Fig. 1. Graphene films. (A) Photograph (in normal white light) of a relatively large multilayer
graphene flake with thickness È3 nm on top of an oxidized Si wafer. (B) Atomic force microscope
(AFM) image of 2 6m by 2 6m area of this flake near its edge. Colors: dark brown, SiO2 surface;
orange, 3 nm height above the SiO2 surface. (C) AFM image of single-layer graphene. Colors: dark
brown, SiO2 surface; brown-red (central area), 0.8 nm height; yellow-brown (bottom left), 1.2 nm;
orange (top left), 2.5 nm. Notice the folded part of the film near the bottom, which exhibits a
differential height of È0.4 nm. For details of AFM imaging of single-layer graphene, see (15). (D)
Scanning electron microscope image of one of our experimental devices prepared from FLG. (E)
Schematic view of the device in (D).

Fig. 2. Field effect in FLG. (A) Typical
dependences of FLG’s resistivity D on
gate voltage for different temperatures
(T 0 5, 70, and 300 K for top to bottom
curves, respectively). (B) Example of
changes in the film’s conductivity G 0
1/D(Vg) obtained by inverting the 70 K
curve (dots). (C) Hall coefficient RH
versus Vg for the same film; T 0 5 K. (D)
Temperature dependence of carrier
concentration n0 in the mixed state
for the film in (A) (open circles), a
thicker FLG film (squares), and multi-
layer graphene (d , 5 nm; solid circles).
Red curves in (B) to (D) are the
dependences calculated from our mod-
el of a 2D semimetal illustrated by
insets in (C).0
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We have been able to prepare graphitic
sheets of thicknesses down to a few atomic
layers (including single-layer graphene), to
fabricate devices from them, and to study
their electronic properties. Despite being
atomically thin, the films remain of high
quality, so that 2D electronic transport is
ballistic at submicrometer distances. No
other film of similar thickness is known to
be even poorly metallic or continuous under
ambient conditions. Using FLG, we demon-
strate a metallic field-effect transistor in
which the conducting channel can be
switched between 2D electron and hole gases
by changing the gate voltage.

Our graphene films were prepared by
mechanical exfoliation (repeated peeling) of
small mesas of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (15). This approach was found to
be highly reliable and allowed us to prepare
FLG films up to 10 6m in size. Thicker films
(d Q 3 nm) were up to 100 6m across and
visible by the naked eye. Figure 1 shows
examples of the prepared films, including
single-layer graphene Esee also (15)^. To
study their electronic properties, we pro-
cessed the films into multiterminal Hall bar
devices placed on top of an oxidized Si
substrate so that a gate voltage Vg could be
applied. We have studied more than 60
devices with d G 10 nm. We focus on the
electronic properties of our thinnest (FLG)
devices, which contained just one, two, or
three atomic layers (15). All FLG devices
exhibited essentially identical electronic
properties characteristic for a 2D semimetal,
which differed from a more complex (2D
plus 3D) behavior observed for thicker,
multilayer graphene (15) as well as from
the properties of 3D graphite.

In FLG, the typical dependence of its sheet
resistivity D on gate voltage Vg (Fig. 2)
exhibits a sharp peak to a value of several
kilohms and decays to È100 ohms at high Vg

(note that 2D resistivity is given in units of
ohms rather than ohms ! cm as in the 3D
case). Its conductivity G 0 1/D increases
linearly with Vg on both sides of the resistivity
peak (Fig. 2B). At the same Vg where D has its
peak, the Hall coefficient RH exhibits a sharp
reversal of its sign (Fig. 2C). The observed
behavior resembles the ambipolar field effect
in semiconductors, but there is no zero-
conductance region associated with the Fermi
level being pinned inside the band gap.

Our measurements can be explained
quantitatively by a model of a 2D metal
with a small overlap &( between conductance
and valence bands (15). The gate voltage
induces a surface charge density n 0 (0(Vg/te
and, accordingly, shifts the position of the
Fermi energy (F. Here, (0 and ( are the
permittivities of free space and SiO2, respec-
tively; e is the electron charge; and t is the
thickness of our SiO2 layer (300 nm). For

typical Vg 0 100 V, the formula yields n ,
7.2 ! 1012 cmj2. The electric field doping
transforms the shallow-overlap semimetal
into either completely electron or completely
hole conductor through a mixed state where
both electrons and holes are present (Fig. 2).
The three regions of electric field doping are
clearly seen on both experimental and
theoretical curves. For the regions with only

electrons or holes left, RH decreases with
increasing carrier concentration in the usual
way, as 1/ne. The resistivity also follows the
standard dependence Dj1 0 G 0 ne6 (where
6 is carrier mobility). In the mixed state, G
changes little with Vg, indicating the substi-
tution of one type of carrier with another,
while the Hall coefficient reverses its sign,
reflecting the fact that RH is proportional to

Fig. 1. Graphene films. (A) Photograph (in normal white light) of a relatively large multilayer
graphene flake with thickness È3 nm on top of an oxidized Si wafer. (B) Atomic force microscope
(AFM) image of 2 6m by 2 6m area of this flake near its edge. Colors: dark brown, SiO2 surface;
orange, 3 nm height above the SiO2 surface. (C) AFM image of single-layer graphene. Colors: dark
brown, SiO2 surface; brown-red (central area), 0.8 nm height; yellow-brown (bottom left), 1.2 nm;
orange (top left), 2.5 nm. Notice the folded part of the film near the bottom, which exhibits a
differential height of È0.4 nm. For details of AFM imaging of single-layer graphene, see (15). (D)
Scanning electron microscope image of one of our experimental devices prepared from FLG. (E)
Schematic view of the device in (D).

Fig. 2. Field effect in FLG. (A) Typical
dependences of FLG’s resistivity D on
gate voltage for different temperatures
(T 0 5, 70, and 300 K for top to bottom
curves, respectively). (B) Example of
changes in the film’s conductivity G 0
1/D(Vg) obtained by inverting the 70 K
curve (dots). (C) Hall coefficient RH
versus Vg for the same film; T 0 5 K. (D)
Temperature dependence of carrier
concentration n0 in the mixed state
for the film in (A) (open circles), a
thicker FLG film (squares), and multi-
layer graphene (d , 5 nm; solid circles).
Red curves in (B) to (D) are the
dependences calculated from our mod-
el of a 2D semimetal illustrated by
insets in (C).0
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All Natural Materials Are 3D
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largest known 
flat hydrocarbon:

222 atoms or 37 benzene rings
(K. Müllen 2002)





Proper7es	  

Graphene	  has	  no	  band	  gap	  
The	  top	  five	  industries	  that	  target	  the	  produc&on	  of	  graphene	  is	  in	  Life	  Sciences	  	  
for	  medical	  device,	  electronics	  TV,	  chemical	  biosensors,	  smart	  phone	  and	  smart	  	  
pad	  and	  desaliniza&on	  membranes.	  	  
Strength	  and	  s7ffness:	  some	  200	  &mes	  stronger	  than	  steel,	  elas&c	  like	  rubber	  
Thinness	  and	  lightness	  
Heat	  conduc7vity:	  it	  has	  very	  high	  thermal	  conduc&vity	  than	  any	  other	  material—	  
beEer	  by	  far	  than	  brilliant	  heat	  conductors	  such	  as	  silver	  and	  copper	  
Electrical	  conduc7vity	  carrying	  electricity	  beEer	  than	  even	  superb	  conductors	  such	  	  
as	  copper	  and	  almost	  as	  well	  as	  superconductors	  	  
Electronic	  proper7es	  
Op7cal	  proper7es:	  it	  is	  transparent	  
Impermeability	  
	  
	  
	  



Func7onaliza7on	  

oxida&on	  
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Small	  2010	  

Science	  2009	  

hydrogena&on	  of	  graphene	  



The	  excep&onal	  electron	  and	  thermal	  transport,	  mechanical	  proper&es,	  barrier	  proper&es	  and	  high	  specific	  surface	  	  
area	  of	  graphene	  and	  combina&ons	  thereof	  make	  it	  a	  poten&ally	  disrup&ve	  technology	  across	  a	  raH	  of	  industries.	  
	  In	  2010,	  there	  were	  over	  400	  patents	  issued	  on	  graphene	  and	  3,000	  research	  papers	  published.	  	  
	  
The	  European	  Union	  is	  funding	  a	  10	  year	  1,000	  million	  euro	  coordina&on	  ac&on	  on	  graphene.	  	  
Graphene	  Flagship	  
South	  Korea	  is	  set	  to	  spend	  $350	  million	  on	  commercializa&on	  ini&a&ves	  and	  the	  United	  Kingdom	  has	  announced	  
	  investment	  of	  £50million	  in	  a	  new	  commercializa&on	  hub.	  

Graphene:	  applica7ons	  


